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Value Proposition 
The Gamers Private Network ™ The Gamers Private Network ™ 

Gamer education = average speed is all that matters 
 
Reality:  Packet Loss > Speed Flux/Spikes > Average Speed 
 
Compare to boating on smooth versus choppy water 
 
Connection meter shows WTFast smooth vs. Internet choppy 



Project goals 

Analyze game traffic levels and the corresponding load on 
game servers and network software 

 
Performance optimization based on current and changing 
traffic levels 

 

Investigate traffic monitoring and optimization for 
parallel game server clusters !



Analyze the causes of game traffic latency 
•  Wire latency 
•  Server delay 
•  High traffic volume 

 
 
Test the limits of network software and infrastructure 
!
!

Research Opportunities 



Minecraft –  
•  First-person game with an interactive and changeable 

world 
•  Simple game server hosting 
•  Run multiple instances 
•  Community development 
 

Test network 
•  “Ideal” network, LAN with negligible wire latency 
•  Scalable number of game servers and instances 
•  Predictable automated players to generate traffic 

 
 

Experimentation 



System Architecture 



Investigating Infrastructure 



Investigating Network Phenomena 

Comparison of network traffic generated 
by an idle player (red) and the “old”  
idle bot (blue): 
 
This bot was sufficient to represent an idle  
player in a complex game world 
 
 
Problems : 
•  this bot is unable to replicate player actions 
•  this bot generates very little traffic in a simple game world  



Investigating Network Phenomena 

The round-trip latency comparison of the  
bot and an idle player: 
  
The delay from when the server receives  
the packet and when it responds also is  
measured.  
 
 
By subtracting the server response delay from the round-trip time the 
network delay of the infrastructure was isolated, as shown. 
 
Results show minimal wire latency, as expected in the ideal environment. 
 
 



Investigating Network Phenomena 

The fixed-ratio correlation between packet count and traffic volume: 
 
 
Game data represents only a small  
fraction of the traffic, protocol overhead  
amounts to as much as 90% of the volume 



Future Work: Investigating Network Phenomena 
and new Bot 

Comparison of the traffic generated by the “new bot” when performing 
the same actions as a real player: 
 
The bot produces more traffic than a  
player, but this makes it useful as a  
worst-case example of player traffic. 
 
When additional player are in the same  
area as our test subjects, the volume  
generated by each increases significantly. 
 
The difference between the new bot and 
a player becomes negligible when enough 
surrounding bots are present 
 



Future Works 

Future work based on the test infrastructure: 
 
CPU usage of multiple game  
servers, and multiple VMs 
Traffic generation using thousands 
of bots 
Detailed analysis of network  
software and game servers under  
stress 
Scalable virtual game server  
infrastructure with GPN gateway 



Minecraft Traffic Simulation Bot 
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!   <Square Video>!

Minecraft Traffic Simulation Bot Video 
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!   Theory: Idle traffic between bots would be similar, with 
players producing slightly more 

!   Actuality: Idling players produced more than twice the 
traffic of an idle bot 

Idle Traffic Comparison 



Conclusion 

The bot produces traffic that is roughly the same as an idle player 
Dependent on game state, alone it produces less, in groups they 
produce more  
 
Idle players generate traffic like active ones 
Less action packets sent, but faster responses to server when idle 
 
Traffic scales with additional players 
Each player causes its own traffic, plus requires the server to send info 
about the player to other players, resulting in quadratic growth 
 
The round-trip latency in the investigating LAN environment is almost 
entirely due to server-side delays (server processing or delayed TCP 
acks) 
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